
Despite the danger of a so-called second wave of Corona infections, satellite data shows traffic across the globe coming
back to pre-covid levels – pointing to a recovery in fuel demand and a sign of global economic recovery - whilst the vaccine
against the virus remains elusive. Fuel Oil prices saw a slight uptick this week riding on the uptick seen in Crude. Charterers
remain firmly in the driving seat; taking the dismayed owners on a bumpy ride. 
 
VLCC
Blistering summer finally hit VLCCs this week with a nosedive in freights across geographies. Lack of activity compounded by
floating storage volumes that began to descend saw record number of open vessels. MEG/East rates are at WS30s and WAF-
China at WS38 level (an 11-month low). With the increased bunker prices and continuing downward trend, OPEX levels face
serious threat. Per Day VLCC earnings are at about $23-25k levels (compared to $40k levels last week).
 
SUEZMAX
Ah the agony and ecstasy of being the second heir in waiting to the crude oil transport throne! Last week saw an uptick in
activity in the suezmax segment as expensive VLCCs saw stems being split. Pub bound owners called off their parties as VLCC
rates came crashing and suddenly Suezmaxes were not the cheaper alternative anymore. A number of subs were failed.
BlackSea/Med settled at WS48.75, 140,000mt Middle East Gulf to Med remained flat at WS21.5 level while the 130,000mt west
Africa to UKCont trade, rates sat at midWS40s level. Daily earnings are at $9-10000 levels, well below OPEX (compared to $12-
16k Levels last week).

Aframax
The darkness deepens for aframaxes. Oil Company relets lap up whatever cargoes are available, leaving not even scraps for
other owners. Production cuts in Nsea/Baltics and lack of cargoes elsewhere resulted in little to no activity in the market.
80,000mt Ceyhan/Med continued the downward trend and settled at WS57. Across the Atlantic, rates for 70,000mt
Carib/USGulf fell five points to WS65, while the 70,000mt USGulf/UKCont market remained static around WS67.5-70 mark. All
this translates to about $1500 per day TCE (compared to 3700$ to 4000$ per day last week)
 
Clean
An insipid week for owners as activities continue to be stalled and rates remain under pressure. LR2(75k dwt) TCE is at about
$22000 PD and MRs are in the region $15-16000 PD.
 
Specialised Tankers/Chemicals/Edibles
Recently I read a report that showed how this pandemic has not had any impact on Palm Oil movement. This nails the largely
unaffected ‘freight situation’ for owners in the specialised segment. There are no celebrations here but then there are no
nosedives or a complete silence of activity either. However we did see the intermediate/Handy segment struggle in
comparison as Vegoil (used for bio fuels in Europe) that makes up for a decent East to West longer tonne mile haul dry up and
owners in this segment struggling to fix / complete their stowage to vessels plying the route. Space remains plenty going
forward to July.
 
Weekly Verdict: Owners wait out the summers as charterers sip Piña colada under the Sun. Freight and tonnage list
remains in charterers favour. We might not see more downward slides in some segments that have already
bottomed out.
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